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Standard Model
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✤ Produce γ and Z

✤ Measure rate Z decays 
invisibly

✤ Z decay is invisible… perhaps it’s actually something beyond the SM?

✤ Collide protons
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Zγ→ννγ cross section
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ADD extra dimensions
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✤ A proposed solution to the hierarchy problem predicts a type 
of graviton, G.

✤ G weakly interacts with SM particles, so it would not 
interact with CMS, leading to missing transverse energy.
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LHC

✤ p-p collisions at the LHC 
running @ 7 TeV (2011)

✤ CMS: Compact Muon Solenoid
✤ 5.0 fb-1 of integrated luminosity
     Ncollisions = Lint    ×  σ(pp@7TeV)
                   = 5 fb-1 × 110 mb
                   = ~550×1012 collisions!

η
φ

CMS
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CMS Particle ID Overview
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pp

Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL)

EM Calorimeter (ECAL)

Tracker

Photon Isolation

Hollow Cone: 0.04 < ΔR < 0.4
ΣpThollow cone < 2.0 +0.001*pTγ 

Solid
         Cone

 Electrons vetoed by hits in pixel tracker

Hollow Cone: 0.06 < ΔR < 0.4

ΣpThollow cone < 4.2 + 0.006*pTγ 

Hollow Cone: 0.15 < ΔR < 0.4

ΣpThollow cone <2.2+0.0025*pTγ 
EHCALsolid cone/EECAL < 0.05
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Missing transverse energy (MET)

✤ Negative vector sum of transverse 
momentum of all reconstructed objects.
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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defocused proton remnants
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✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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✤ Tight Photon ID
✤ EHCAL/EECAL < 0.05
✤ Isolated in ECAL, HCAL, Tracker
✤ σiηiη < 0.013

Candidate Criteria

✤ No pixel seed match

✤ σiηiη > 0.001 and σiφiφ > 0.001
✤ time spread within shower < 5ns

✤ good vertex exists
✤ clean beam (no “scraping”)
✤ veto events with muons
✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
✤ No tracks with pT > 20 GeV within 
ΔR(track,γ) > 0.04

✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ No centrally located pf Jets with pT > 

40 GeV and |ηjet| < 3.0

Anomalous ECAL deposits
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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✤ Tight Photon ID
✤ EHCAL/EECAL < 0.05
✤ Isolated in ECAL, HCAL, Tracker
✤ σiηiη < 0.013

Candidate Criteria

✤ No pixel seed match

✤ σiηiη > 0.001 and σiφiφ > 0.001
✤ time spread within shower < 5ns

✤ good vertex exists
✤ clean beam (no “scraping”)
✤ veto events with muons
✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
✤ No tracks with pT > 20 GeV within 
ΔR(track,γ) > 0.04

✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ No centrally located pf Jets with pT > 

40 GeV and |ηjet| < 3.0

photon trigger ✤ ETγ >145 GeV
✤ photon in central barrel
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✤ Identify cuts to reduce backgrounds
✤ Measure residual backgrounds
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✤ Focus on data/MC scale factor: ρ

Monophoton Analysis Outline
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Estimating Backgrounds: EM-like jets
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Estimating Backgrounds: EM-like jets

Jet Sample
✤ require jet trigger
✤ MET < 20 GeV
✤ allow tracks and jets

Photon Sample
✤ require γ trigger
✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ veto tracks and jets

Require loose γ ID Require loose γ ID

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

EM 
jets

direct 
γ 

pass γ ID

fraction 
determined by fitting 
the shower shape with 
jet and γ templates
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Estimating Backgrounds: EM-like jets

Require loose γ ID Require loose γ ID
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Estimating Backgrounds: EM-like jets

Require loose γ ID Require loose γ ID

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

EM 
jets

direct 
γ 

Signal

EM jets

halo

Weνother

EM 
jets

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

almost pass γ 
ID, but fail 
an iso. req.

EM jets

solve for this!

Njet fakes γ = 11.2 ± 2.8
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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✤ Tight Photon ID
✤ EHCAL/EECAL < 0.05
✤ Isolated in ECAL, HCAL, Tracker
✤ σiηiη < 0.013

Candidate Criteria

✤ No pixel seed match

✤ σiηiη > 0.001 and σiφiφ > 0.001
✤ time spread within shower < 5ns

✤ good vertex exists
✤ clean beam (no “scraping”)
✤ veto events with muons
✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
✤ No tracks with pT > 20 GeV within 
ΔR(track,γ) > 0.04

✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ No centrally located pf Jets with pT > 

40 GeV and |ηjet| < 3.0

✤ ETγ >145 GeV
✤ photon in central barrel
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Estimating Backgrounds: electrons

✤ W→eν could mimic a monophoton event

34

✤ small inefficiency in the pixel detector may cause track to not 
be reconstructed

γ?1. Use events where 2 EM 
showers reconstruct to the Z

Z
e e

“tag”: has pixel 
seed “probe”: does 

this have pixel 
seed?

✤ εpixel seed= Ne probespixel seed/Ne probes

2.  Use good W→eν events to 
estimate contamination to 
monophotons.

✤ NW→eν    = 583
✤ Ne fakes γ = NW→eν ×(1-ε)/ε

= 3.52 ± 1.48
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Monophoton Backgrounds
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✤ Tight Photon ID
✤ EHCAL/EECAL < 0.05
✤ Isolated in ECAL, HCAL, Tracker
✤ σiηiη < 0.013

Candidate Criteria

✤ No pixel seed match

✤ σiηiη > 0.001 and σiφiφ > 0.001
✤ time spread within shower < 5ns

✤ good vertex exists
✤ clean beam (no “scraping”)
✤ veto events with muons
✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
✤ No tracks with pT > 20 GeV within 
ΔR(track,γ) > 0.04

✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ No centrally located pf Jets with pT > 

40 GeV and |ηjet| < 3.0

✤ ETγ >145 GeV
✤ photon in central barrel
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Estimating Backgrounds: non-collision
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Estimating Backgrounds: non-collision
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candidates are 
composed of:
✤ prompt photons
✤ beam halo
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Estimating Backgrounds: non-collision

✤ Best fit shows 
candidates are 
composed of:
✤ prompt photons
✤ beam halo

37

+ candidates
- beam halo
- prompt
- cosmics
- anomalous deposits

✤ After reapplying 
shape and timing 
cuts:

   Nhalo fakes γ =11.1 ± 5.6
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Monophoton Backgrounds

38

✤ Tight Photon ID
✤ EHCAL/EECAL < 0.05
✤ Isolated in ECAL, HCAL, Tracker
✤ σiηiη < 0.013

Candidate Criteria

✤ No pixel seed match

✤ σiηiη > 0.001 and σiφiφ > 0.001
✤ time spread within shower < 5ns

✤ good vertex exists
✤ clean beam (no “scraping”)
✤ veto events with muons
✤ |tγ| < 3 ns
✤ No tracks with pT > 20 GeV within 
ΔR(track,γ) > 0.04

✤ MET > 130 GeV
✤ No centrally located pf Jets with pT > 

40 GeV and |ηjet| < 3.0

✤ ETγ >145 GeV
✤ photon in central barrel

These smaller 
backgrounds from MC.

Z(νν̄)γ (MC) = 75.1± 9.5For BSM searches:
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✤ Identify cuts to reduce backgrounds
✤ Measure residual backgrounds
✤ Estimate acceptance and efficiency

✤ Focus on data/MC scale factor: ρ

Monophoton Analysis Outline

39

MC only data vs. MC
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Scale Factor: Trigger Cut Efficiency

✤ The MC and data 
both 100% efficient 
by 145 GeV in the 
barrel region of the 
ECAL, informing 
our kinematical 
cuts.

✤ scale factor = 1.00 ± 0.02.

✤ Relative efficiency 
of our offline 
selection to 
prescaled triggers.
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Scale Factor: Photon ID Efficiency

✤ Photon ID reduces jet backgrounds, etc. but on rare occasion loses the photon
✤ photon showers ≈ electron showers (except for the track)
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✤ Use 2 EM showers that reconstruct 
to Z: “tag & probe”

Ze passes γ ID = “tag”

e e
does this “probe” 
pass or fail ID?

probe
passes

probe
fails
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Scale Factor: Photon ID Efficiency

✤ Photon ID reduces jet backgrounds, etc. but on rare occasion loses the photon
✤ photon showers ≈ electron showers (except for the track)

41

✤ ε = Nprobespass/(Nprobespass + Nprobesfail)
✤ εdata = 0.848 ± 0.011
✤ εMC = 0.883 ± 0.022
✤ scale factor =εdata/εMC= 0.96 ± 0.02

✤ Use 2 EM showers that reconstruct 
to Z: “tag & probe”

Ze passes γ ID = “tag”

e e
does this “probe” 
pass or fail ID?

probe
passes

probe
fails
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Scale Factor: Shower Timing Window Efficiency

✤ Reduce anomalous ECAL deposits overlapping with real EM showers
✤ Timing of detector hits of the EM shower should fit inside a window of 5 ns

42
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Scale Factor: Shower Timing Window Efficiency

✤ Reduce anomalous ECAL deposits overlapping with real EM showers
✤ Timing of detector hits of the EM shower should fit inside a window of 5 ns

42

t=0

t=+1 t=0

t=+2 t=+1 t=0 t=-1

t=+1 t=0

ECAL
crystals

✤ Use Z→ee sample, since we know the showers are prompt 

Z
e e

does this shower 
satisfy twindow?

does this shower 
satisfy twindow?

✤ scale factor = εdata/εMC = εdata/1 = Nesatisfy twindow /Ne = 0.983 ± 0.009
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✤ Monophoton events should 
not have lots of energy in 
jets (sprays of hadrons) or 
tracks, so we veto such 
events.

✤ Use Z→eeγ (kinematics 
similar to our signal (also 
confirmed with W→eν ))

Scale Factor: Jet and Track Veto Efficiency
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✤ Monophoton events should 
not have lots of energy in 
jets (sprays of hadrons) or 
tracks, so we veto such 
events.

✤ Use Z→eeγ (kinematics 
similar to our signal (also 
confirmed with W→eν ))

Scale Factor: Jet and Track Veto Efficiency

43

e
Z

e

γ

scale factor = εdata/εMC = 1.00 ± 0.10
(includes generous unc. due to W→eν)
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Scale Factor: Muon Veto Efficiency

44

✤ Muons may arise from many sources
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Scale Factor: Muon Veto Efficiency

44

✤ pp collision
✤ cosmic rays
✤ beam halo

✤ Require signal events to have no muons

✤ Muons may arise from many sources

✤ Again, test veto in Z→ee

- Zee candidates
- Zee candidates
   after muon veto

N
um

be
r 

of
  e

ve
nt

s

✤ scale factor = εdata/εMC         
= εdata/1
= NZeeremaining /NZee

= 0.95 ± 0.01
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Outline

✤ Physics models studied
✤ Standard model
✤ Dark matter
✤ Extra dimensions

✤  Overview of CMS
✤ Photons
✤ Missing transverse energy

✤ Monophoton analysis
✤ Measurement of the Z→νν cross section
✤ ADD large extra dimensions search
✤ Dark matter search

45
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Z(νν)γ cross section 

46
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Z(νν)γ cross section 
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Ndata = 73
NBG = 29.6± 6.5

A× �MC = 0.153± 0.020
ρ = 0.90± 0.11
L = 4.7 fb−1 ± 4.5%
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Z(νν)γ cross section 

46

Ndata = 73
NBG = 29.6± 6.5

A× �MC = 0.153± 0.020
ρ = 0.90± 0.11
L = 4.7 fb−1 ± 4.5%

σ(Z(νν̄) + γ) = 60± 12(stat.)± 13(syst.)± 3.0(lumi.) fb

NLO prediction: 59 ± 3.0 fb

measurement agrees with SM!
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! = 384 GeV!

Highest pTγ Event
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Borrowed from M.Tripathi
UCLA Dark Matter 2012
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Outline

✤ Physics models studied
✤ Standard model
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✤  Overview of CMS
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in all dimensions
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V (r) = GN
m1m2

r

✤ MD is modified planck mass
✤ n is # extra dimensions
✤ R is radius of compactified extra dim.

V (r > R) =
1

Mn+2
D Rn

m1m2
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✤ Start with Newton’s law of gravity
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ADD Extra Dimensions

GN =
1

Mn+2
D Rn

1

M2
Pl

=
1

Mn+2
D Rn

✤ Request MD ≈ MEW, take MD and n as parameters

R

extra dim
ension

EM, strong, weak 
live on brane

gravity propagates 
in all dimensions
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ADD Extra Dimensions

51
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No excess observed.
Background describes data well.
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ADD Extra Dimensions

✤ If theory is true,        
MD >~1.6 TeV
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ADD Extra Dimensions

✤ CMS pushed up 
the lower limits on 
the MD

✤ If theory is true,        
MD > ~1.6 TeV
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Outline

✤ Physics models studied
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✤ Dark matter search
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Dark Matter Limit Setting

55

Vector Operator ⇒ Spin Independent

Axial-Vector Operator ⇒ Spin Dependent

q
_

q χ

γ
χ
_

1

Λ2

σχχ̄ ∝ Λ−4
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Dark Matter Limit Setting

56µ =

�
mDM mp

mDM +mp

�

✤ CMS measures        , but to compare with direct detection 
experiments, transform this into

σχχ̄

σχ−N

σ meas.

σ10TeV
=

Λ−4
meas.

(10 TeV)−4

q χ

q
_

χ
_

1

Λ2

Pair Production
(s-channel)

σχ-N
SI =

9

π

� µ

Λ2

�2

σχ-N
SD =

0.33

π

� µ

Λ2

�2

χ χ

q q1

Λ2

Nuclear Recoil
(t-channel)
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✤ Extends the 
cross-section 
lower limits for 
Mχ < 100 GeV.

ruled out
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Conclusions

✤ We studied the monophoton final state using 5.0 fb-1 pp at       
7 TeV.
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7 TeV.
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Extra Slides

✤ MET
✤ Jet fakes photon details
✤ Monojet
✤ ADD Monophoton phenomenology
✤ acceptance and efficiency
✤ Jet contamination estimation details
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2 Scintillators 
and PMTs set 
in coincidence 
to identify a 

cosmic μ test 
particle for 

GEM

Resistor chain to feed 
proper voltage to GEM foils

x-y readout

salvaged LUX pre-amp boards to see 
ganged positioning information

gas out →

 → gas in

low 
pass 
filter
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Missing transverse energy (MET)

✤ Negative vector sum of transverse 
momentum of all reconstructed objects.
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events have MET=0 and neutral hadronic 
energy is underestimated.
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✤ Negative vector sum of transverse 
momentum of all reconstructed objects.
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ET = −
�

particles
all

pT

✤ “Type 0” correction: assume overlapping 
events have MET=0 and neutral hadronic 
energy is underestimated.

✤ “Type I” correction: propagate jet 
energy scale correction for jets > 10 
GeV.
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Missing transverse energy (MET)

✤ Negative vector sum of transverse 
momentum of all reconstructed objects.

62

ET = −
�

particles
all

pT

✤ “Type 0” correction: assume overlapping 
events have MET=0 and neutral hadronic 
energy is underestimated.

✤ “Type I” correction: propagate jet 
energy scale correction for jets > 10 
GeV.

✤ “Type II” correction: account for 
unclustered jets (pT < 10 GeV)
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Jets background (1/4)

✤ Goal: We measure our own photon/jet “fake ratio” in data, for our particular 
ET range, and for our particular triggers.

✤ First, make a jet data sample:
✤ require low MET (<20 GeV)
✤ no vetoes on tracks or jets
✤ the jet fires and is matched with one of our HLT triggers

63EXO-11-058 (γ+MET) Approval
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Jets background (2/4): constructing the fake ratio

64EXO-11-058 (γ+MET) Approval

✤ Numerator: Same tight 
photon ID as our candidates. 
Large contamination from 
true photons! (must correct!)

✤ Denominator: Pass all of the 
very loose photon ID criteria 
(in back up) and most of the 
tight photon ID criteria 
except that it must fail at 
least one of EcalIso, HcalIso, 
or TrackIso requirements.
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Jets background (3/4): correcting the numerator

✤ Example of correcting PT 
bin 100-120 GeV.

✤ Black data points show the 
numerator events.

✤ Fraction fit so we can 
subtract the true photons 
(the green) from the 
numerator.

✤ The blue are taken from 
events that pass the 
denominator, but are within 
a track isolation band.

✤ We will only use the 
number reported within our 
cuts 0.001<σiηiη<0.013 . 

65EXO-11-058 (γ+MET) Approval
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Jets background (4/4): the actual fake ratio

66EXO-11-058 (γ+MET) Approval

p0 p1

✤ After removing the true 
photons from the numerator 
we get this photon/jet “fake 
ratio”.

✤ Now we make a 
normalization subset by 
applying the full candidate 
selection but replacing the 
tight photon ID by the 
denominator sample.

✤ Multiply the number in the 
normalization subset by the 
“fake ratio” to get the 
number of jet background.

✤ 14.1 ± 3.3 events from jets.
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dPhi Jet1 Jet2 

✤ Basic Topological Selection → 
reject prolific multijet events
✤ njets = 1 or 2, ETmiss > 200 

GeV later tightened to 350
✤ particle flow jets clustered 

using anti-kT with R = 0.5
✤ pTlead jet > 110 GeV, |η|<2.4
✤ pTsecond jet > 30 GeV
✤ Δφ(jet1, jet2) < 2.5

✤ Lepton removal
✤ Reject events with isolated e 

or µ (ΔRisolation=0.3).
✤ Reject events with isolated 

tracks (ΔRisolation=0.3).
✤ Optimize ETmiss cut for DM 

search: ETmiss > 350 GeV.
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Monojet Event

68

pTjet = 574.2 GeV
ETmiss = 598.3 GeV
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Monojet - Backgrounds & Search Results

✤ Some backgrounds estimated with data-driven techniques, while others use 
Monte Carlo simulations

69

✤ Estimated Zνν from a Z(→µµ)+jet 
control sample

✤ Estimated W(→lν)+jet using Wµν 
control sample and detector 
acceptance and reconstruction 
efficiencies

✤ Remainder are from simulation

No excess observed.
Background describes data well.
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Monojet - Uncertainties and Limit Setting

✤ Limit setting as before, but with a Λth. set to 40 GeV instead.

70

Λ = Λth.

�
σχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.

�1/4 Λth. ≡ 40 TeV
      from MCσχχ̄
th.

MONOJET – DARK MATTER SIGNAL
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XENON100: Phys. Rev. Lett 107 (2011) 131302
CoGeNT: Phys. Rev. Lett 106 (2011) 131301
CDMS II: Science 327 (2010) 1619. Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 131302.
IceCube: 

✤ Lower limit on Λ 
used to compute χ-N 
cross-section.

✤ Extends the cross-
section lower limits 
for Mχ < 3.5 GeV.

σχ-N
SI =

9

π

� µ

Λ2

�2

http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1104.2549
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1104.2549
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1002.4703
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1002.4703
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0912.3592v1
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/0912.3592v1
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v106/i13/e131302
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v106/i13/e131302
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CDMSII: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 131302.
Picasso: Phys. Lett. B 682 (2009) 185.
COUPP: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 (2011) 021303.
IceCube: Phys. Rev. D 85 (2012) 042002. 

✤ Lower limit on Λ 
used to compute χ-N 
cross-section.

✤ Extends the cross-
section lower limits 
for Mχ < 100 GeV.
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SD =
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http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v106/i13/e131302
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http://arxiv.org/abs/0907.0307v2
http://arxiv.org/abs/0907.0307v2
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http://prd.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v85/i4/e042002
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Signal MC

73
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5 fb-1 analyses 2011

✤ Z (AN2011_108_v20)
✤ The product of A × εMC in the cross section calculation is 

determined from the Monte Carlo simulation, based on a Pythia 
LO sample a with pT cutoff at 130 GeV/c. Events are re-weighted 
to match the pileup profile predicted for data using the procedure 
described in Sec. 4.4. The obtained value for A × εMC is 0.223 ± 
0.001, where the error indicates the statistical uncertainty on the 
estimation due to the size of the MC sample
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✤ ADD graviton (AN2011_319_v15)

✤ Dark Matter (AN2012_053_v4)
✤ ρ is same as 108

✤ ADD & Dark Matter from EXO-11-096-v16
✤ Axe uncertainty: PDF, photon vertex, PU, energy calib.&res.: pho, jet, met:

+4.8% -4.9%
✤ ρ is same as 108
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✤ The observed upper limit on the       production cross section,            , is 
transformed into a lower limit on the cut-off scale Λ (=Mmoderator/√gχgq) taking 
advantage of the fact that σ ∝ Λ- 4.
✤  Λth. ≡ 10 TeV
✤         is computed using Madgraph-4 and Pythia-6, for a given phase space

DM Phenomenology 1

✤ Bai, Fox, and Harnik [JHEP 1012:048(2010)] have cast this process as a 
contact interaction with the effective operators:
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Vector Operator ⇒ Spin Independent

Axial-Vector Operator ⇒ Spin Dependent

Λ = Λth.

�
σχχ̄
th.

σχχ̄
meas.

�1/4

χχ̄ σχχ̄
meas.

σχχ̄
th.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1005.3797.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/1005.3797.pdf
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DM Phenomenology 2

✤ With this lower limit on Λ, the upper limits on χ-N cross-sections for the spin-
independent and spin-dependent interactions can be computed for various 
dark matter masses, mDM.
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σχ-N
SI =

9

π

� µ

Λ2

�2

σχ-N
SD =

0.33

π

� µ

Λ2

�2

µ =

�
mDM mp

mDM +mp

�

Spin-Independent

Spin-Dependent
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Monophoton - Acceptance, Efficiency, and 
Uncertainties

✤ A x εMC is stable over the range mχ=1-1000 GeV because the signal is an ISR γ 
✤ Vector χ (spin independent): 30.5%-31.0%
✤ Axial-Vector χ (spin dependent): 29.2%-31.4%

✤ Uncertainties in A x εMC total to +4.8% -4.9% from:
✤ photon energy scale
✤ missing transverse energy scale and resolution
✤ jet energy scale and resolution
✤ photon vertex assignment
✤ overlapping events (pile up)
✤ parton distribution function

✤ The scale factor between this MC A x ε and data is estimated
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Source Estimate for SF
Trigger 1.00 ± 0.02

Consistent Cluster Timing 0.98 ± 0.01
Photon ID Efficiency 0.96 ± 0.02

Jet and Track Veto 1.00 ± 0.10
Cosmic Muon Veto 0.95 ± 0.01

Total 0.90 ± 0.11
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pTγ >145 GeV
MET>130 GeV

x x

A×εMC

78

✤ A is for acceptance. How many MC signal events fall within the detector 
for given kinematic cuts.

✤ εMC is for the efficiency of particle detection and event identification.

I’m a photon!

✤ By knowing how many MC events we miss detecting, we can correct our 
theoretical cross section to compare to measurement.
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Systematic Uncertainties for A×εMC

✤ There are large working groups within the collaboration to determine these 
numbers.
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Systematic Uncertainties for A×εMC

✤ There are large working groups within the collaboration to determine these 
numbers.
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✤ We especially had to consider uncertainty in photon vertex assignment 
because there is an ambiguity in deciding the vertex from which the photon 
originated, since the photon is neutral and doesn’t leave tracking information.

✤ Each working group reports amount to wiggle their variable.
✤ For each new MC signal, we wiggle that variable, and see how A×εMC is 

changed. ADD Extra Dimensions
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Systematic Uncertainty for A×εMC: 
Vertex Assignment

80

✤ Exploit a data sample of W→eν, identical to our candidate selection.

ν

✤ Since our signal is a single γ, we need to consider vertex mis-assignment.

W

e

xxx

✤ Next, we exclude the 
electron’s track and 
compute a new 
primary vertex (which 
is different 38% of the 
time.)

✤ Recompute ETγ for this 
new vertex and 
compare with the 
original ETγ. Assign an 
uncertainty of 2%.

N
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r 
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  e
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ns

✤ photon showers ≈ electron showers (except for the track)
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Backgrounds: jets

✤ EM-like jets (ex. a hard π0) can be mis-identified as γ 
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Njet fakes γ = Ratio jet fakes γ Nmono-γ     ×loose γ ID

✤ Loose γ ID: relaxed γ isolation criteria, require one to fail

construct from a 
jet data sample

✤ EM-jets: jet triggered event, low MET, no vetoes on tracks/jets

NEM-jets
loose γ ID

NEM-jets
cand γ ID

But there are real 
photons in these 

jets!
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Backgrounds: jets

✤ EM-like jets (ex. a hard π0) can be mis-identified as γ 
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Njet fakes γ = Nmono-γ     ×loose γ ID

NEM-jets
loose γ ID

NEM-jets
cand γ ID - NEM-jets

true γ

shower width variable

MC γ

Data γ like jets
+            NEM-jets

cand γ ID

Fit

Similar to denominator, 
but from an orthogonal 

sample created by 
requiring some tracks in 

the isolation annulus 
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Backgrounds: jets

✤ EM-like jets (ex. a hard π0) can be mis-identified as γ 
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Njet fakes γ = 11.2 ± 2.8


